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WolfVision presentation and lecture capture solutions
on Show at ISE 2015
Stand No. 1M20, Hall 1. WolfVision’s complete range of presentation technology
solutions will be on show at ISE 2015, including the latest VZ-9.4F and VZ-9.4L Desktop
Visualizers, and the VZ-C6 Ceiling Visualizer – three easy-to-use imaging systems that
enable flexible creation, display, recording, and distribution of multimedia presentation
content material.
All-in-one lecture capture solution
In addition to the ability to display both ‘live’ and external content material from a wide
variety of sources, these Visualizer systems feature onboard HD video recording that
enables the capture of complete multimedia presentations and lectures. Recordings are
not limited to the Visualizer’s own camera, and external display material from connected
devices can also be easily captured and also streamed to computers, tablets, or
smartphones as required. All three Visualizers offer integrated WLAN, 8GB internal
memory plus additional USB stick memory expansion, and HDMI input and output.
Capture handwritten notes
WolfVision will be demonstrating the VZ-C6 Ceiling Visualizer in use together with the
new XXL size dry-erase working surface. These new working surfaces offer a large 920 x
520mm dry-erasable writing area, which can be used as a digital alternative to a
whiteboard or blackboard - with the important additional benefit that they can also be
used for capturing handwritten notes when used as part of a lecture recording system.
Bring Your Own Device
WolfVision will also be demonstrating the latest version of their vSolution Connect app
for iPad, which syncs wirelessly with VZ-9.4 Series and VZ-C6 Visualizers. It enables the
iPad to be used as a multimedia control dashboard. In addition to the display of ‘live’
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Visualizer material, virtually all media types from almost any source can be integrated
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into a presentation or lecture and controlled using a single device. The iPad previews
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exactly what the audience sees on-screen, and users also have the option to record
entire multi-source presentations directly to the iPad’s internal memory.
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More information: www.wolfvision.com

Driving the Creation of Knowledge
WolfVision is a leading global developer and manufacturer of innovative systems for
efficient knowledge transfer. Internationally renowned universities and businesses use
WolfVision Visualizers, the opto-electronic presentation technology, and vSolution, its
associated integrated communications solution.
Prominent users include The United States Supreme Court, the universities of Harvard,
Heidelberg, Tokyo, and University College London, as well as Google, Apple, Microsoft,
Facebook, Audi, Porsche, Nike, Cisco, and NASA in the corporate sector.
Committed to ‘Driving the Creation of Knowledge’, WolfVision makes exceptional
investment into research and development, and has won many awards for outstanding
innovation and design performance. WolfVision has its headquarters in Austria, employs
around 100 people, and has subsidiaries in USA, Japan, Singapore, Canada, Dubai, and
UK.
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